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Loss of control (LOC) occurs when an aircraft motion departs from the typical flight envelope. Loss of control

events have been a contributing factor in numerous commercial airline accidents. Hence there has been interest in

rigorously defining and quantifying the characteristics of LOC. One major issue is that LOC is rare and hence there

is limited flight data for these events. This limits the ability to determine the flight envelope regions that potentially

contribute to LOC. The basic premise of this paper is that a robust tracking analysis can be used to determine the

permissible flight envelope. The motivation for this premise is that LOC is qualitatively characterized by inability to

properly track commands. The paper formulates a robust tracking problem that can account for model uncertainty,

key system nonlinearities, and time-varying trajectories through the flight envelope. Precursors to LOC are indicated

by a degradation in robust tracking performance. The proposed approach is demonstrated via an analysis of a small,

conventional fixed wing aircraft.

Nomenclature

e control error

r reference command

x state vector

S sensitivity function

V airspeed

P set defining the permissible flight envelope

R set of real numbers

Sn set of symmetric matrices of size n

T set admissible parameter trajectories

α angle of attack

∆ uncertainty set

ρ scheduling parameter
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I. Introduction

This paper proposes the usage of robust tracking as a quantification of the permissible flight envelope. It is meant to

compliment the work in [1]. In [1], different permissible envelopes are defined based on physical characteristics of an

aircraft, e.g. angle of attack and sideslip angle. The results of [1] are summarized in Section II.A. Based on flight data

it was established that these envelopes are indicative for loss of control (LOC). The main contribution of this paper

is to extend this idea by quantifying the permissible flight envelope. A key motivation for proposing techniques to

estimate a priori the permissible flight envelope is the lack of flight data for LOC [2]. Hence, it is important to have an

estimation tool that provides a good envelope prediction without resorting to extensive flight data.

Robust tracking performance is proposed as a metric for this quantification. While tracking is not meant as a com-

prehensive characteristics to define LOC, it does play a major role in qualitative definitions that are used in literature,

e.g. in [1]. The proposed metric can be readily evaluated on several levels of model complexity, as is described in

Section II.B. In the simplest case, it amounts to a norm calculation of a linear time invariant system that represents an

aircraft at a fixed flight condition. It can be extended to include uncertainties in the aircraft model and/or account for

time-varying trajectories in the flight envelope. Both are considered important aspects for LOC events. It was shown

in [2] that model quality outside the nominal flight envelope is usually less evolved. This can be mainly contributed

to the previously mentioned lack of flight data for these off-nominal conditions. Therefore, adding uncertainty in the

flight dynamics models for quantitative LOC analysis is critical. Additionally, LOC events are usually characterized

by large motion and deviation of trim conditions. Disregarding these changing dynamics may lead to an overly opti-

mistic quantification of the flight envelope. Computationally tractable algorithm are available to evaluate the proposed

metric. These build on the work of [3–5] and are summarized in Section III.

Traditionally LOC studies are based on linear analysis supplemented with Monte Carlo simulations of the full

nonlinear aircraft models. Recently LOC research focused on advanced linear and nonlinear methods to analyze the

robust stability and performance of nonlinear systems. An overview of these advances is, for instance, given in [6]

and [2]. In [7], directly analyzing the nonlinear aircraft dynamics based on bifurcation is proposed. In contrast,

the approach taken in this paper is based on simpler linear or linear parameter varying system descriptions and can

treat nonlinearities in form of uncertainty. The proposed approach is computationally not very demanding and it is

anticipated that it can be included in online envelope estimation tools, e.g. the ones proposed in [8].

II. Quantitative Loss of Control

A. Summary of Existing Quantitative LOC Metrics

A report by the Joint Safety Analysis Team, itself chartered by the Commercial Aviation Safety Team, defines LOC

to include “significant, unintended departure of the aircraft from controlled flight, the operational flight envelope,

or usual flight attitudes, including ground events” [9]. For further study it is important to have a formal definition
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which includes measurable, quantitative LOC metrics. This is precisely the aim of [1] where key flight dynamics

parameters are identified for predicting LOC. These parameters were grouped into five permissible flight envelopes

that characterize LOC. Flight data was used to tune the size of the flight envelopes and validate their importance in

terms of LOC. The remainder of this section briefly summarizes the metrics proposed in [1] as this will motivate the

use of robust tracking as proposed in Section B.

The flight envelopes proposed in [1] are called Quantitative Loss of Control Criteria (QLC). These envelopes are

chosen to broadly capture qualitative features that define LOC. The qualitative LOC features, taken directly from [1],

correspond to aircraft dynamics that are:

“• outside the normal operating flight envelopes

• not predictably altered by pilot control inputs

• characterized by nonlinear effects, such as kinematic/inertial coupling, disproportionately large responses to

small state variable changes, or oscillatory/divergent behavior

• likely to result in high angular rates and displacements

• characterized by the inability to maintain heading, altitude, and wings-level flight”

Five flight envelopes are specified to capture these qualitative features. First, the adverse aerodynamic envelope bounds

the angle of attack and sideslip angle. It considers both stall at high angle of attack as well as sideslip induced roll.

Second, the unusual attitude envelope is defined by the bank and pitch angle. This envelope is an indicator for stall,

excessive roll and nose high/nose low unusual attitude. Violating the adverse aerodynamic envelope will frequently

also violate the unusual attitude envelope. However, the converse is not necessarily true. The next envelope, denoted

structural integrity envelope in [1], maps the airspeed against the load factor. This envelope considers the limits of the

structural design of the aircraft. The final two envelopes, namely the dynamic pitch control and dynamic roll control,

are used to assess the consistency between the pilot command and aircraft response in the longitudinal and lateral

motion respectively. Violations of these envelopes are indicators for dynamic events such as pilot induced oscillations

or wake vortex encounters. Note that while these envelopes were sufficient in analyzing the available flight data in [1],

the authors indicate that the list is not meant to be comprehensive. Specifically, the envelopes should account for

different aircraft configurations, e.g. different masses, center of gravity positions or flap configurations.

The QLC proposed by Wilborn and Foster provide a useful starting point for analysis. A key issue is that LOC

events are extremely rare and hence there is limited flight data for such events. Moreover, experimental LOC flight

tests are restricted by safety regulations [2]. Hence additional data is mainly available via scaled remote-controlled

aircraft, e.g. NASA’s AirSTAR infrastructure [10]. This lack of flight data limits the validation that can be done on

the QLC proposed in [1]. The lack of flight data also limits the design of the flight envelopes that constitute the QLC.

In particular, the LOC flight envelopes are defined by various design parameters. For example, the unusual attitude
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envelope is parameterized by maximum magnitudes for the bank and pitch angles. Typical (industry accepted) values

are specified in [1] for the maximum bank and pitch angles. However, such parameters could be selected specifically

for a given aircraft. More importantly, the parameters that define the LOC flight envelopes should be selected based

on the aircraft configuration (as noted above). The limited LOC flight data is insufficient for this purpose as a typical

commercial aircraft has many possible configurations. In summary, it would be useful to have a means to select the

LOC flight envelopes based on the characteristics of a specific aircraft in a specific configuration.

B. Proposed Quantitative LOC Metric: Robust Tracking

The basic premise of this paper is that a robust tracking analysis can be used to determine the permissible flight en-

velope. As summarized previously, the QLC in [1] consists of five flight envelopes specified as rectangles or, more

generally, polytopes. The permissible flight envelope computed via tracking performance can be used to define the

boundaries of these proposed LOC envelopes. The motivation for this premise is that LOC is qualitatively charac-

terized by inability to properly track commands. For example, bullets 2 and 5 of the qualitative LOC characteristics

defined in [1] (and repeated in Section A above) state that LOC corresponds to motion that is “not predictably altered

by pilot control inputs” and is “characterized by the inability to maintain heading, altitude, and wings-level flight”.

These are both controls-related features.

The proposed approach is to analyze the robust tracking performance of the aircraft at various points of the flight

envelope. Roughly, robust tracking performance refers to the largest gain from reference commands to tracking error

in the presence of model uncertainty. Additional details on the proposed robust tracking analysis are provided below.

A large degradation in tracking performance at some flight condition is a qualitative feature of LOC and hence this

flight condition should not be included in the permissible flight envelope. The proposed robust tracking analysis

complements the work in [1] as it provides a means to define the boundaries of the LOC flight envelopes for various

aircraft and configurations. There is also the potential to use robust tracking analysis as a real-time indicator for LOC.

This would build on the Run-time Observation-based Margin Estimation (ROME) tool described in [11]. ROME

is an on-line tool to monitor stability margins in flight. Extending the ROME tool to include monitoring of robust

tracking performance would be useful as degradations in tracking performance can, in some cases, occur prior to

degradations in stability margins. Finally, we note that some of the envelopes given in [1] can be analyzed purely from

an aerodynamics and structural dynamics perspective. The structural integrity envelope is one example. The proposed

robust tracking analysis is not suitable for these envelopes. This paper instead focuses only on features of the LOC

envelope that are correlated with the performance of the control system. The remainder of the section describes the

proposed analysis in more detail.
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1. Nominal LTI Analysis

Consider the classical feedback diagram shown in Figure 1 consisting of a plant and controller. Initially assume, for

simplicity, that the plant and controller are single input, single output. The parameter ρ specifies an operating point

in the flight envelope, e.g. an angle of attack and sideslip angle in the adverse aerodynamic envelope. The plant Gρ

represents the linearized aircraft dynamics at the operating point ρ. Flight control laws are typically gain-scheduled

and Kρ denotes the (linear) control law scheduled for operating point ρ. Both the plant and controller are linear, time

invariant (LTI) systems at a fixed operating condition (constant ρ). The basic tracking objective is for the output y

to follow a reference command r. Equivalently the tracking objective is to keep the error ẽ small despite reference

commands and other effects, e.g. sensor noise and disturbances such as wind gusts.

GρKρ

W

u yr

−

ẽ

e

Figure 1. Closed Loop Tracking Performance

In this paper we follow a robust control methodology and use a weighted norm to measure the tracking performance

[12]. To be concrete, the sensitivity transfer function from r to error ẽ at operating point ρ is S ρ(s) := 1
1+Gρ(s)Kρ(s) . A

typical performance objective can be specified as |S ( jω)| ≤ |B( jω)| where the bound B(s) is defined as follows:

B(s) :=
2s + εωB

s + ωB
(1)

This bound specifies a low frequency tracking objective of |S ρ( jω)| ≤ ε and an approximate bandwidth of ωB. In

addition, the bound specifies that ‖S ρ‖∞ ≤ 2 which ensures reasonable gain/phase margins. The performance objective

can be rewritten as ‖WS ρ‖∞ ≤ 1 where the weight is given by:

W(s) := B(s)−1 =
s + ωB

2s + εωB
(2)

The desired performance is thus normalized to one, i.e. a properly designed controller should satisfy ‖WS ρ‖∞ ≤ 1 at

all operating points ρ in the nominal flight envelope. This weight is shown in Figure 1 as a filter with the true tracking

error ẽ as input. The performance objective can be interpreted as the weighted induced L2 gain from reference r to

weighted error e. We expect the tracking performance to degrade if/when the aircraft moves out of the nominal flight

envelope. This weighted tracking performance can used to define a permissible flight envelope. The permissible flight

envelope for a given level of performance degradation κ > 1 is defined as follows.

Definition 1. The nominal LTI permissible flight envelope is the largest polytope P such that ‖WS ρ‖∞ ≤ κ for all fixed
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operating conditions ρ ∈ P.

By definition, tracking performance in the permissible flight envelope is within a small factor κ of the desired

(weighted) performance. Larger performance degradation is observed outside this permissible envelope and hence

this may indicate LOC. In this approach κ is a single parameter that defines the boundary between acceptable and

unacceptable tracking performance. We propose a value of κ = 1.3 and any available flight data can be used to further

refine this parameter.

Definition 1 aims to guarantee that the aircraft exhibits a predictable response to pilot inputs within the permissible

flight envelope. The definition includes the qualifiers “nominal” and “LTI”. The use of LTI indicates that the analysis

is performed for a single fixed operating point ρ. Hence the plant and gain-scheduled controller are both assumed to be

LTI in this definition. The use of “nominal” indicates that no model uncertainty is considered. Removing both of these

restrictions leads to a more general robust tracking analysis as defined below. Finally, this section described the basic

approach for a classical SISO control loop. A more realistic control architecture for commercial aircraft would be

more complicated, including multiple inputs, multiple-outputs, inner-loop rate feedbacks, etc. A similar permissible

envelope can be defined even for more complex control architectures. This extension requires the overall performance

objective to be specified as a single weighted norm as is commonly used in H∞-controller synthesis [12].

2. Robust and LPV Analysis

This section describes two important extensions to the nominal LTI permissible flight envelope. First, Figure 2 shows

a modification of the classical loop to include plant uncertainty. This plant uncertainty can arise due to parametric

uncertainty (e.g. in the aerodynamic coefficients) or unmodeled dynamics (e.g. flexible aircraft dynamics or actuator

uncertainty). These are the types of uncertainties considered in the typical robust control formulation [13]. Key

nonlinearities such as actuator saturation and rate limits can also be included using the integral quadratic constraint

(IQC) framework [14]. In general, this leads to a set of possible uncertainties ∆ and hence a set of possible plant

models {Fu(Gρ,∆) : ∆ ∈ ∆}. Here Fu(Gρ,∆) denotes the uncertain plant from u to y formed by wrapping ∆ around

the top channels of Gρ as shown in Figure 2. Each uncertain plant thus yields a potentially different sensitivity function

S ρ(∆) at the (constant) operating ρ. A robust tracking formulation that considers the effects of these uncertainties is

formally defined as follows:

Definition 2. The robust LTI permissible flight envelope is the largest polytope P such that ‖WS ρ(∆)‖∞ ≤ κ for all

uncertainties ∆ ∈ ∆ and all fixed operating conditions ρ ∈ P.

As noted in [1], loss of control events are characterized by aircraft dynamics that are “outside the normal operating

flight envelopes”. Since flight data to validate models for these off-nominal conditions is limited, dynamic models

likely have higher levels of uncertainty during LOC events. Hence it is important to consider the effect of model

uncertainty when defining the permissible flight envelope. Definition 2 addresses this issue. In addition, the use of
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IQCs has the potential to incorporate nonlinear effects in the analysis. This partially addresses one of the qualitative

LOC features mentioned in [1] (and repeated as bullet 3 in Section A).

Gρ
Kρ

W

∆

u yr

−

ẽ

e
wv

Figure 2. Robust Closed-Loop Tracking Performance

The second important extension to the permissible flight envelope is to consider time-varying operating conditions.

Definitions 1 and 2 are based on LTI analyses at fixed operating points throughout the envelope. This is potentially

overly-optimistic as aircraft LOC events are characterized by large motions and deviations from equilibrium condi-

tions. Hence it is useful to quantify the impact of time-varying operating conditions, i.e. ρ(t) varies in time. In this

case both the plant dynamics Gρ and the gain-scheduled controller Kρ should be modeled by linear parameter varying

(LPV) systems.

Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) systems are a class of linear systems whose state space matrices depend on a time-

varying parameter vector ρ : R→ Rnρ . The parameter ρ is assumed to be a continuously differentiable function of time

and admissible trajectories are restricted, based on physical considerations, to a known compact subset. In addition, the

parameter rates of variation ρ̇(t) are assumed to lie within a known hyperrectangle Ṗ. The set of admissible parameter

trajectories is defined by T :=
{
ρ : R+ → Rnρ : ρ ∈ C1, ρ(t) ∈ P and ρ̇(t) ∈ Ṗ ∀t ≥ 0

}
. The state-space matrices of an

LPV system are continuous functions of the parameter ρ, e.g. AG : P → Rnx×nx . Define the LPV system Gρ with input

r and outputs e as:

ẋG(t) = AG(ρ(t))xG(t) + BG(ρ(t))r(t)

e(t) = CG(ρ(t))xG(t) + DG(ρ(t))r(t)
(3)

The state matrices at time t depend on the parameter vector at time t. The explicit dependence on t is occasionally

suppressed in the paper to shorten the notation. The closed-loop sensitivity S ρ(∆) is time-varying and hence does not

have a valid frequency response. It is more appropriate to denote the weighted, induced L2 gain as ‖WS ρ(∆)‖2→2. A

robust tracking formulation that accounts for the time-varying operating condition is formally defined as follows:

Definition 3. The robust LPV permissible flight envelope is the largest polytope P such that ‖WS ρ(∆)‖2→2 ≤ κ for all

uncertainties ∆ ∈ ∆ and all rate-bounded, time-varying operating trajectories ρ ∈ T .
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III. Computational Approach

This section outlines the numerical methods required to calculate the tracking performance measures used in the

various definitions of permissible flight envelopes. In the nominal linear time invariant case, these are standard methods

which are readily available, e.g. in Matlab. Tools for computing the more advanced robust and linear parameter varying

metrics are available through the Robust Control Toolbox [15] and LPVTools [16, 17], respectively.

A. Nominal and Robust LTI Analysis

Fast algorithm are available to compute the L2 gain of a nominal LTI system [3, 18]. These are based on a simple

bisection algorithm that evaluates the eigenvalues of a related Hamiltonian matrix. In Matlab this bisection algorithm

is implemented in the norm command. The worst-case L2 gain is computed using the Matlab Robust Control Toolbox

command wcgain [15]. The wcgain command computes upper and lower bounds on the largest L2 gain of a known

LTI system interconnected with LTI uncertainty. These type of uncertainties are commonly used in the robust control

field. They can handle real parametric uncertainties, such as uncertainties in the center of gravity position or more

generic dynamic uncertainties, e.g. disk margin constraints. The computations are variations of those used for the

structured singular value (µ) and details are provided in [4]. The approach can be extended to incorporate nonlinear

effects by resorting to the IQC framework as introduced in [19].

B. Nominal Linear Parameter Varying Analysis

In [20] a sufficient condition to upper bound the induced L2 gain of an LPV system is stated. The sufficient condition

uses a quadratic storage function that is defined using a parameter-dependent matrix P : P → Snx . It is assumed that

P is a continuously differentiable function of the parameter ρ. In order to shorten the notation, a differential operator

∂P : P × Ṗ → Snx is introduced as in [21]. ∂P is defined as ∂P(p, q) :=
∑nρ

i=1
∂P(p)
∂pi

qi. The next theorem states the

condition provided in [20] to bound the L2 gain of an LPV system.

Theorem 1. ( [20]): An LPV system Gρ as defined by Equation (3) is exponentially stable and ‖Gρ‖ < γ if there exists

a continuously differentiable P : P → Snx , such that ∀(ρ, ρ̇) ∈ P × Ṗ

P(ρ) > 0, (4)


P(ρ)AG(ρ) + AG(ρ)T P(ρ) + ∂P(ρ, ρ̇) P(ρ)BG(ρ)

BT
G(ρ)P(ρ) −I

 +
1
γ2


CG(ρ)T

DG(ρ)T


[
CG(ρ) DG(ρ)

]
< 0. (5)

Proof. The proof is based on the existence of a quadratic storage function V(x, ρ) := xT P(ρ)x that satisfies a dissipation

inequality. Details are given in [20].

Two details must be considered in order to turn this theoretical result into a useful numerical algorithm. First,
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the conditions Equation (4) and Equation (5) are parameter-dependent linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) that must be

satisfied for all possible (ρ, ρ̇) ∈ P × Ṗ. Thus Equation (4) and Equation (5) represent an infinite collection of LMI

constraints. Since ρ̇ enters only affinely into the LMI and the set Ṗ is a polytope, it is sufficient to check the LMI on

the vertices of Ṗ. On the other hand, ρ can enter Equation (5) nonlinearly through the state matrices and the set P

need not be convex. A remedy to this problem, which works in many practical examples, is to approximate the set

P by a finite set Pgrid ⊂ P. Specifically, the finite set Pgrid := {ρ(k)}Nk=1 represents a grid of points over the set P.

The conditions Equation (4) and Equation (5) are enforced only on these grid points leading to a finite dimensional

semidefinite program. Note that the gridding approach is only an approximation for the parameter-dependent LMI

conditions in Theorem 1. Hence, no rigorous performance guarantees are provided by this gridding approach and

special care must be taken when drawing conclusions. A pragmatic implementation of this approach is as follows:

Enforce the LMI conditions on a “coarse” grid consisting of a small number of points in order to reduce computation

time. The resulting solution can then be checked on a “dense” grid of many points to ensure the accuracy of the

solution.

The second detail is that the main decision variable in conditions Equation (4) and Equation (5) is the function P(ρ).

P(ρ) must be restricted to a finite dimensional subspace in order to avoid an infinite dimensional space for the decision

variable. A common practice [20], [22] is to restrict the storage function variable P(ρ) to be a linear combination of

basis functions P(ρ) =
∑Nb

i=1 gi(ρ)Pi, where gi : Rnρ → R are user-specified basis functions (i = 1, . . . ,Nb) and the

matrix coefficients Pi ∈ S
nx are the decision variables in the optimization.

C. Robust Linear Parameter Varying Analysis

In [5], a worst-case gain condition for an interconnection of a linear parameter varying (LPV) system and an uncertain

or nonlinear element. The input/output behavior of the nonlinear/uncertain block is described by an integral quadratic

constraint (IQC). A dissipation inequality is proposed in [5] to compute an upper bound for this gain. This condition

is a generalization of the well-known Bounded Real Lemma type result for LPV systems given in Theorem 1.

1. Integral Quadratic Constraints

This section describes IQCs for a bounded, causal operator ∆ with the input/output behavior described by w = ∆(v).

The input/output signals of ∆ can be bounded by an IQC. A precise definition is given below for an IQC in the time

domain.

Definition 4. Let M be a symmetric matrix, i.e. M = MT ∈ Rnz×nz and Ψ a stable linear system, i.e. Ψ ∈ RHnz×(nv+nw)
∞ .

A bounded, causal operator ∆ : Lnv
2e → Lnw

2e satisfies an IQC defined by (Ψ,M) if the following inequality holds for all
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v ∈ Lnv
2 [0,∞), w = ∆(v) and T ≥ 0:

∫ T

0
z(t)T Mz(t) dt ≥ 0 (6)

where z is the output of the linear system Ψ:

ẋψ(t) = Aψxψ(t) + Bψ1v(t) + Bψ2w(t), xψ(0) = 0

z(t) = Cψxψ(t) + Dψ1v(t) + Dψ2w(t)
(7)

The notation ∆ ∈ IQC(Ψ,M) is used if ∆ satisfies the IQC defined by (Ψ,M).

Fig. 3 provides a graphic interpretation of the IQC. The input and output signals of ∆ are filtered through Ψ. If

∆ ∈ IQC(Ψ,M) then the output signal z satisfies the (time-domain) constraint in Equation (6) for any finite-horizon

T ≥ 0.

∆

Ψ
z

v w

Figure 3. Graphic interpretation of the IQC

The proposed approach applies to the more general IQC framework introduced in [19] but with some technical

restrictions. In particular, [19] provides a library of IQC multipliers that are satisfied by many important system

components, e.g. saturation, time delay, and norm bounded uncertainty. The IQCs in [19] are expressed in the

frequency domain as an integral constraint defined using a multiplier Π. The multiplier Π can be factorized as Π =

Ψ∗MΨ and this connects the frequency domain formulation to the time-domain formulation used in this paper. One

technical point is that, in general, the time domain IQC constraint only holds over infinite horizons (T = ∞). The work

in [14, 19] draws a distinction between hard/complete IQCs for which the integral constraint is valid over all finite

time intervals and soft/conditional IQCs for which the integral constraint need not hold over finite time intervals. The

formulation of an IQC in this paper as a finite-horizon (time-domain) inequality is thus valid for any frequency-domain

IQC that admits a hard/complete factorization (Ψ,M). While this is somewhat restrictive, it has recently been shown

in [14] and [23] that a wide class of IQCs have a hard factorization. The remainder of the paper will simply treat,

without further comment, (Ψ,M) as the starting point for the definition of the finite-horizon IQC.

2. Robustness Analysis of LPV Systems

An uncertain LPV system is described by the interconnection of an LPV system Gρ and an uncertainty ∆. This inter-

connection represents an upper linear fractional transformation (LFT), which is denoted Fu(Gρ,∆). The uncertainty ∆

is assumed to satisfy an IQC described by (Ψ,M). In the basic interconnection Fu(Gρ,∆) the filter Ψ is included as
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shown in Fig. 4. For fixed ∆, ‖Fu(Gρ,∆)‖ will denote the largest L2 gain over all allowable parameter trajectories:

‖Fu(G,∆)‖ := sup
0 6=d∈Lnd

2 [0,∞)
ρ∈T , xG(0)=0

‖e‖2
‖d‖2

(8)

Gρ

∆

Ψ

de

wv

z

Figure 4. Analysis Interconnection

The dynamics of the interconnection in Fig. 4 depends on an extended LPV system of the form:

ẋ = A(ρ)x + B1(ρ)w + B2(ρ)d

z = C1(ρ)x + D11(ρ)w + D12(ρ)d

e = C2(ρ)x + D21(ρ)w + D22(ρ)d,

(9)

where the state vector is x :=
[

xG
xψ

]
∈ RnG+nψ with xG and xψ denoting the state vectors of the LPV system Gρ

Equation (3) and the filter Ψ Equation (7), respectively. A dissipation inequality can be formulated to upper bound

the worst-case L2 gain of Fu(Gρ,∆) (over all uncertainties) using the system Equation (9) and the time domain IQC

Equation (6). This dissipation inequality is concretely expressed as a linear matrix inequality in the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let ∆ satisfy IQC(Ψ,M) and assume Fu(Gρ,∆) is well posed. Then ‖Fu(Gρ,∆)‖ ≤ γ if there exists a scalar

λ > 0 and a continuously differentiable P : P → Rnx×nx such that for all (ρ, ρ̇) ∈ P × Ṗ: P ≥ 0 and


PA + AT P + ∂P PB1 PB2

BT
1 P 0 0

BT
2 P 0 −I


+ λ


CT

1

DT
11

DT
12


M

[
C1 D11 D12

]
+

1
γ2


CT

2

DT
21

DT
22


[
C2 D21 D22

]
< 0 (10)

In Equation (10) the dependency of the state space matrices on ρ has been omitted to shorten the notation.

Proof. The proof is based on defining a storage function V : Rnx+nψ → R+ by V(x) = xT Px. Left and right multiply

Equation (10) by [xT ,wT , dT ] and [xT ,wT , dT ]T to show that V satisfies the dissipation inequality:

λz(t)T Mz(t) + V̇(t) ≤ γ2d(t)T d(t) − e(t)T e(t) (11)
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The dissipation inequality Equation (11) can be integrated from t = 0 to t = T with the initial condition x(0) = 0 to

yield:

λ

∫ T

0
z(t)T Mz(t) dt + V (x(T )) ≤γ2

∫ T

0
d(t)T d(t) dt −

∫ T

0
e(t)T e(t) dt (12)

It follows from the IQC condition Equation (6), λ ≥ 0, and the non-negativity of the storage function V that

∫ T

0
e(t)T e(t) dt ≤ γ2

∫ T

0
d(t)T d(t) dt (13)

Hence ‖Fu(G,∆)‖ ≤ γ.

A detailed proof of Theorem 2 as well as an extension to LPV systems with bounded parameter variation rates can

be found in [5].

IV. Numerical Example

This section provides the analysis of a gain scheduled controller for a small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The

airframe is a commercial, off-the-shelf, radio-controlled aircraft called the Ultra Stick 120, as shown in Fig. 5. The

University of Minnesota UAV Research Group has retrofitted the airframe with custom avionics for enabling research

in the areas of real-time control, guidance, navigation, and fault detection [24]. The Ultra Stick 120 has a mass of

7.4 kg and a symmetrical airfoil wing spanning 1.92 m. It use conventional control surface configurations comprising

a single vertical rudder with elevator, aileron, and flap surfaces. Each surface is independently actuated by a single

electric, hobby-grade servo. The avionics include a sensor suite, a flight control computer, and a telemetry radio.

Before being given to University of Minnesota, this aircraft was originally used at NASA Langley Research Center

where it was called FASER (Free-flying Aircraft for Subscale Experimental Research) [25]. A main advantage of this

platform is that a high fidelity aerodynamics model is available. It is based on extensive static wind tunnel tests, which

were later complemented with dynamic wind tunnel tests [26, 27]. The aerodynamic model is a nonlinear look-up

table that includes effects due to the basic airframe, control surfaces, thrust, and angular rates.

The nominal, operational flight envelope is restricted in the V − α plane by V ∈ [20, 26] m/s and α ∈ [0, 10]◦.

This flight envelope was identified in [28] by analyzing past flight test data gathered at University of Minnesota. For

this nominal flight envelope a classical gain scheduled controller is designed. The aim of the study is to obtain the

permissible flight envelop for the aircraft with the designed controller using the approach detailed in Section II.B.

A. Rate Command/Attitude Hold Controller

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed LOC analysis, a simple classical gain scheduled controller was

designed. The controller structure is a rate command/attitude hold type as shown in Fig. 6. It uses a proportional
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Figure 5. Ultra Stick 120

feedback of the angle of attack α and a proportional and integral feedback of the pitch rate error qc − q. The controller

is scheduled with airspeed V and angle of attack α. Hence the operating condition is specified by ρ := [V, α]T . The

control input is the elevator δe.

ẋI = qc − q

δe = KI(ρ)xI + Kq(ρ)(qc − q) + Kα(ρ)α
(14)

The gains Kq and Kα were designed using pole placement at a grid of frozen parameter values that span the flight

envelope. The desired frequency and damping of the short period mode were chosen as ωdes = 8 rad/s and ζdes = 0.7,

respectively. The integrator gain KI is chosen such that the corresponding eigenvalue is at roughly −1 at each frozen

parameter value.

GρKq(ρ) + KI(ρ)
∫
. dt

Kα(ρ)

δe
α

q

−

qc

Figure 6. Rate Command/Attitude Hold Controller

B. Quantitative Loss of Control Analysis

In an initial analysis, the nominal LTI permissible flight envelope, see Definition 1, is computed. The bandwidth of

the weighting filter for the tracking requirement is set to 1 rad/s, i.e.

W(s) =
s + 1

2s + 0.001
. (15)
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Using this weighting function, the maximum gain within the nominal flight envelope is 1. The results of this study are

depicted in Fig. 7. The plot shows the nominal gain as a function of airspeed and angle of attack. The colorbar on the

right of the subplot maps the nominal gain to the color shown the flight envelope. The black box in the figure indicates

the nominal flight envelope for which the controller was designed. The red box is the permissible flight envelope based

on the nominal LTI analysis. It is spanned by V ∈ [14, 32] m/s and α ∈ [−2, 17]◦. Note that the closed loop is unstable

at low flight speeds and high angle of attacks (indicated by × in the figure).
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Figure 7. Tracking Performance over the Extended Flight Envelope

In the next analysis, model uncertainty is included. A ten percent multiplicative LTI uncertainty in the input of the

plant is considered. The analysis is performed over the same grid of frozen values of ρ as the nominal one using the

Matlab command wcgain as described in Section III. The results of the robust QLC analysis is given in Fig. 8. The

robust permissible flight envelope is slightly smaller than the nominal one. It excludes higher airspeeds and is given

by V ∈ [14, 28] m/s and α ∈ [−2, 17]◦.

Finally, both a nominal and robust LPV analysis are performed. Since the previous analyses only considered

frozen parameter values, they do not capture the effects of the parameter variation. The parameter variation rates are

bounded by
∣∣∣V̇ ∣∣∣ ≤ 1 m/s2 and |α̇| ≤ 40 ◦/s. The parameter dependent storage function in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 is

specified as a second order polynomial function fo V and α, i.e. P(V, α) = P1 + P2α + P3V + P4α
2 + P5αV + P6V2.

Both LPV analyses are used to assess the permissible envelopes of the nominal and robust LTI analysis respectively.

Evaluation Theorem 1 over the permissible envelope of the nominal LTI analysis yields a nominal L2 gain of 1.323.

This is very close to the maximum frozen grid point LTI gain of 1.3. Hence, it is concluded that time variations in

the operating point ρ(t) has only a minor impact in this particular example. The robust LPV analysis uses the same

10 percent multiplicative uncertainty as the LTI case. It is described by the two IQCs (Ψ1,M1) with Ψ1 = I and
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Figure 8. Robust Tracking Performance over the Extended Flight Envelope

M1 =
[

0.12 0
0 −1

]
and (Ψ2,M2) with Ψ2 =

[
1

s+1 0
0 1

s+1

]
and M2 =

[
0.12 0

0 −1

]
. Using Theorem 2, a worst-case gain of 1.23

is obtained for the robust permissible envelope which again is less than the 1.3 that define the frozen point envelope.

Note that the worst-case gain found by wcgain within the permissible envelope is 1.17 which is slightly lower than

the LPV worst-case gain.

V. Conclusion

A metric to quantify the permissible flight envelope based on the closed-loop tracking performance has been proposed.

The approach does not resort on extensive flight data. Inaccuracies in aircraft models are accounted for by adding

uncertainty in the analysis. The approach can also handle LPV systems to describe the aircraft dynamics. Hence, it

can account for time-varying dynamics as the aircraft transitions between different flight conditions. The effectiveness

of the proposed method is demonstrated on the analysis of a classical gain scheduled controller for a small UAV,

namely the Ultra Stick 120. The results show that it is important to include a robustness metric in the analysis. In the

presented example, the parameter variation only has a minor influence. This can be expected, as the considered aircraft

has very benign dynamics. It is still important to consider the time varying nature of the aircraft dynamics for LOC,

especially when analyzing high maneuverable aircraft. In the future, it is contemplated to conduct a comprehensive

evaluation of the proposed metric using the airborne experimental platforms available at University of Minnesota.
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